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8.39. Ḥamadtuyāb. Roof constructed in a traditional way with slightly dished plastered surface     

  and water spouts for drainage.  
8.40. Mashāykha. Area outside a kitchen shaded by palm fronds resting on beams.  200
8.41. Um ‘Angarēb. Emplacement for zir water jars in the courtyard shaded by palm fronds 
     close to the kitchen.  
8.42. Riverbank village of al Ṭirēf from the rock outcrop to its south with the river beyond.  201
8.43. Village of al Ṭirēf.  201
8.44. Al Ṭirēf. Small plaza.  202
8.45. Al Ṭirēf. Main central plaza with shop.   202
8.46. Al Ṭirēf. Spacious house compound showing entrance doorway and block of rooms with courtyard.  203
8.47. Al Ṭirēf. House with arcade of rounded openings.  203
8.48. Al Ṭirēf. Probably a diwan house.  203
8.49. Al Ṭirēf. A diwan house on a raised platform situated at the edge of the village.  203
8.50. Al Ṭirēf. The mosque with thick enclosure wall – a block with door and windows but no minaret.  203
8.51. Al Ṭirēf. Enclosure wall with doorway with shaped crest.  203
8.52. Al Ṭirēf. Enclosure wall of jalous on boulder foundations – a narrow street.  204
8.53. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Enclosure wall with entrance on right.  204
8.54. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Inside of front wall, showing two-leaf door and two hamaam.  204
8.55. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Loggia between the first and second courtyards.  204
8.56. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Ceiling construction of loggia.  205
8.57. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Buttress supports to plastered interior wall of second courtyard, with kitchen    

  building at rear.  
8.58. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Kitchen and rough opening in wall to give access to owner’s accommodation.  205
8.59. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Rear rooms at right and door leading to owner’s accommodation.  205
8.60. Al Ṭirēf, House A1. Bedroom with painting by Moona Abeed Allah shown here 
   with her daughter Nife.  
8.61. Al Ṭirēf. Street leading to entrance gateway of House A2.  206
8.62. Al Ṭirēf, House A2. Entrance gate with painted patterns on gateposts and summer berandah with   206
   an arcade of rounded arches.  
8.63. Al Ṭirēf, House A2. Summer berandah with rounded arches and buttresses at corner 
    – all plastered white.  206
8.64. Al Ṭirēf, House A2. Berandah with keyhole arches and rain spouts.  206
8.65. Al Ṭirēf, House A2. Walls built by Ahmed Hassan Sidiq.  207
8.66. Al Ṭirēf, House 4a. Enclosure wall, entrance doorway with bottles stuck into shaped crest.  207
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8.67.  Al Ṭirēf, House 4c. House with two keyhole arches and closed window, with rakuba (reed-covered    
  shelter) and uneven courtyard floor.  

8.68.  Al Ṭirēf, House 4c. Kitchen and zir emplacement in courtyard.  207
8.69.  Al Ṭirēf, House 4c. Room within arcade.  207
8.70.  Al Ṭirēf, House 4c. Inside room with decorated walls containing two angareebs used by the family.  208
8.71.  Al Ṭirēf, House 4c. Painted decoration on interior walls.  208
8.72.  Al Ṭirēf, House 4c. Painted decoration on interior walls.  208
8.73.  Al Ṭirēf, House A5. Newly-built house with two keyhole openings within an enclosure wall.  208
8.74.  Al Ṭirēf, House A5. Newly-built house with two keyhole openings and showing two levels   
    of roofing.  
8.75.  View of Ganōb from the surrounding fields showing jalous walls, both horizontal and circular,   

    and circular pigeon loft, all built on a foundation of boulders and bedrock.  
8.76.   Ganōb. House with square columns and windows.  209
8.77.   Ganōb, House B1. Rectangular block house with large rounded arch.  209
8.78.   Ganōb, House B2. Main entrance with owner and wife standing beside gateposts      

    and two-leafed metal door painted with bright colours.  
8.79.   Ganōb, House B2. Arcaded room with rectangular openings.  209
8.80.   Ganōb, House B2. Mastaba built inside arcade.  209
8.81.   Ganōb, House B2. Angareeb (wooden bed) inside arcade with ladies in courtyard seated on ground    

    to eat a meal.  
8.82.   Ganōb, House B3. Ground level balcony.  210
8.83.   Hantēla. Distant view of the village in its setting of rocky outcrops and loose boulders.  210
8.84.   Hantēla. Animal pen of stone wall topped with jalous.  210
8.85.   Hantēla. Family houses with the father’s diwan to the left, the grandfather’s in the centre and the   211
     women’s quarters on the right.  211
8.86.   Hantēla. The father’s house with rounded openings, corner buttress and two rain spouts.  211
8.87.   Um ‘Ushara. Roughly plastered jalous exterior wall on rocky base.  211
8.88.   Um ‘Ushara. Enclosure wall of a house at the top of the river bank slope.  211
8.89.   Um ‘Ushara, House E1. Exterior wall of house facing the river with imposing entrance on left built   211
     on outcrop foundation.  
8.90.   Um ‘Ushara, House E1. Detail of entrance doorway with shaped crest of jalous which is 
       supported by a wooden form-board held on by string.  
8.91.   Um ‘Ushara, House E1. Interior of family room showing plastered walls, window, and the owner   212
     and his wife seated on two angareebs.  
8.92.   Um ‘Ushara, House E1. Ceiling of family room of large log supporting branches and reeds, the ends    

    of the log protruding through the wall as a decorative feature.  
8.93.   Um ‘Ushara, House E1. Exterior wall of family room facing courtyard with arcade of 
       keyhole openings and doorway to diwan.  
8.94.   Um ‘Ushara, House E1. Courtyard with kitchen building flanked by rakuba shelter which includes   

     a zir emplacement.  
8.95.   River Nile seen through palm groves on Mis Island.  212
8.96.   ‘Hill of Iron’ (Jabal al Ḥadīd) around which the village of Um Kadasa is built.  213
8.97.   View of the Fourth Cataract landscape of palm groves and boulders from the top of Jabal al Ḥadīd,    

    Um Kadasa.  
8.98.   View from above the animal pens of the houses and landscape surrounding Um Kadasa.  213
8.99.   Um Kadasa. A back road with outcropping rocks used as a door step.  214
8.100. Um Kadasa. Enclosure wall of house with shaped crest over entrance door and protruding rocks    

    in roadway some used as wall foundations.  
8.101. Um Kadasa. Large protruding rocks in a road.  214
8.102. Um Kadasa. Typical house with enclosure wall, imposing gateway and room within, built on   214
     a sloping, rock-strewn, surface.  
8.103. Um Kadasa. House with rectangular door openings in its arcade.  214
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8.104. Um Kadasa. House at rear of village with loggia of square pillars roofed over at front of house.  214
8.105. Um Kadasa. View of the front of the house and loggia shown in Plate 8.104.  214
8.106. Um Kadasa. Outer enclosure wall supporting columns for interior loggia.  215
8.107. Um Kadasa, House F1 (dig house). General view of the house showing rocky foundation
     and landscape beyond.  
8.108. Um Kadasa, House F1. Roadway beside the entrance gateway.  216
8.109. Um Kadasa, House F1. Entrance and wall of house opposite the entrance gateway.  216
8.110. Um Kadasa, House F1. View from the diwan, of the opening in the party wall towards the inside    

    of the gateway.  
8.111. Um Kadasa, House F1. Rear door to street from diwan with access to F4c (young men’s room).  216
8.112. Um Kadasa, House F1. Arcade of keyhole-shaped openings, showing the room inside with     

    a rose painted above the door.  
8.113. Um Kadasa, House F1. Inside arcade showing the room with arose above the door on left, ceiling   216
     construction and the end wall of the second room.  
8.114. Um Kadasa, House F1. Painted decoration of two S-shapes and circular pattern on the external walls    

    of Room 2.  
8.115. Um Kadasa, House F1. End wall of Room 1 with Room 2 on the left having a vine painted around    

    the door and the ceiling laid over both rooms (see Figure 8.6).  
8.116. Um Kadasa, House F1. Painting of cat on the end wall of Room 1.  217
8.117. Um Kadasa, House F1. Rear arcade with keyhole openings.  217
8.118. Um Kadasa, House F1. Back yard showing from left to right – dekkah place, 
       roofed zir emplacement, kitchen with door and window, shower room (hamaam), back door.  
8.119. Um Kadasa, House F1. Dekkah installation.  217
8.120. Um Kadasa, House F1. Exterior wall showing steps leading up to the kitchen entrance back door    

    and the wall construction rising up according to ground level.  
8.121. Um Kadasa, House F1. Distant view of the back door and adjacent walls.  218
8.122. Um Kadasa, House F2. Exterior view showing pigeon house at corner supported 
       on bedrock foundation.  218
8.123. Um Kadasa, House F2. House and kitchen within an enclosure wall.  218
8.124. Um Kadasa, House F2. The diwan with entry gap broken through party wall. A well-plastered 
       house with rectangular openings and plastered enclosure wall.  
8.125. Um Kadasa, House F2. Exterior of house showing pigeon house and room inside enclosure wall,    

    and entrance gateway with doorstep of boulders.  
8.126. Um Kadasa, House F3. White plastered enclosure wall with entrance to another house on the right.  219
8.127. Um Kadasa, Houses F4 (a) and (b). Enclosure wall facing plaza with rectangular pigeon house,   

     imposing entrance gateway, plastered and white-painted wall with band of light blue along coping.  
8.128. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Pigeon house and imposing gateway.  219
8.129. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Entrance gateway with wall of shop on the left.  219
8.130. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Diwan – well-built room raised on platform with three steps leading  

      to an arcade of rounded glazed openings, showing room beyond.  
8.131. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Diwan courtyard.  219
8.132. Um Kadasa, House 4(a). Rectangular openings to arcade.  220
8.133. Um Kadasa. Shop with shaded loggia attached to the front of House 4(b).  220
8.134. Um Kadasa. The plaza with the mosque on the far side and a shop loggia on left.  220
8.135. Um Kadasa, House 5 ‘mastaba house’ enclosure wall including two sides of a room and the main    

    entrance facing the plaza. A mastaba is built around the base of the walls of the room.  
8.136. Um Kadasa, House F5. Entrance gateway to the courtyard with a two-leaf plain metal door and,    

    instead of gateposts, a decoration of stepped bricks on either side.  
8.137. Um Kadasa, House F5. Room in the courtyard, having rectangular openings to an arcade,     

    with plants in beds beside them.  
8.138. Um Kadasa, House F6 (TV house), the diwan for House F5, is sited on the edge of the village with   221
     views over the landscape.  
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8.139. Um Kadasa, House F6. Well-built plastered and painted white enclosure wall with imposing 
      entrance gateway of rectangular painted posts flanking two-leaf metal door.  
8.140.  El-Hazama. Distant view of buildings on top of the rocky cliffs.  221
8.141. El-Hazama. Wall of deteriorating jalous built on uneven rocky foundation.  221
8.142. El-Hazama. Walls in the village of deteriorating jalous, showing lack of bonding and poor state  222 

     of the door.  
8.143. El-Hazama. Walls built onto huge protruding rocks.  222
8.144. El-Hazama. House walls built on huge protruding rocks with rectangular opening and a door set    

    in corner with doorstep formed from bedrock.  
8.145. El-Hazama. House in good condition built onto sloping bedrock including roofed loggia.  222
8.146. El-Hazama. Interior of house with window and rectangular door opening.  222
8.147. El-Hazama. Interior of house in poor condition showing ceiling beams supported 
           by wooden columns.  
8.148. El-Hazama. Detail of ceiling similar to that in Plate 8.147.  223
8.149. El-Hazama. Walls of jalous and mud brick supported on large boulders and roofed 
           with palm branches  
8.150. Ḥamadtuyāb village showing bedrock and trees. An angareeb is used as a ladder to reach the   

     roof top work area.  
8.151. Ḥamadtuyāb seen from Um Kadasa – a pattern of block walls and shadows.  223
8.152. Ḥamadtuyāb. A well-built house (probably a diwan) on a raised platform on the edge of the village.  223
8.153. Ḥamadtuyāb. House and courtyard with enclosure wall.  223
8.154. Ḥamadtuyāb. House of unusual design – well-made and with smoothly plastered walls.  224
8.155. Ḥamadtuyāb. Plastered and dished roofs to the houses.  224
8.156. Ḥamadtuyāb. Shaded rakuba of brick columns and palm branches.  224
8.157. Ḥamadtuyāb. Ceiling with supporting wooden posts.  224 
8.158. Ḥamadtuyāb. Ceiling of room with plastered walls showing signs of repair at the corner caused   

    by lack of bonding.  
8.159. Ḥamadtuyāb. Alley between houses with a traditional wooden door in an entrance gateway     

   with decorative crest.  
8.160. Ḥamadtuyāb. Traditional wooden door.  224
8.161. Ḥamadtuyāb. Courtyard of a house with door and three window openings having a low mastaba   

    near the house.  
8.162. Umm Quweib. Village street with enclosure wall of the house shown in Plate 8.163.  225
8.163. Mashāykha. Village street lined with enclosure walls including one doorway with imposing frame   225
    approached by natural bedrock “ramp”.  
8.164. Mashāykha, House K1. Entrance ramp to enclosure seen from inside the courtyard.  225
8.165. Mashāykha, House K1. Diwan with keyhole openings in the arcade built on rock foundation.  226
8.166. Mashāykha, House K1. Corner of diwan arcade strengthened by a buttress.  226
8.167. Mashāykha, House K1. Doorway to the family house showing wear of mud plaster on lintel 
       revealing the wood beneath.  
8.168. Mashāykha, House K1. Family house with arcade of rectangular openings.  226
8.169. Mashāykha, House K2. Entrance doorway with decorative crest and door posts including   
     a traditional style wooden door.  
8.170. Mashāykha, House K2. Interior of entrance doorway with protruding rocks used as a working 
     platform in the courtyard.  
8.171. Mashāykha, House K2. Detail of wooden lintel to entrance door showing pivot socket 
      of wooden door.  
8.172. Mashāykha, House K2. Detail of base of traditional door at entrance.  227
8.173. Mashāykha, House K2. Rectangular opening to arcade with rolled up ‘mat’ of paper sacks 
      above the lintel. 
8.174. Mashāykha, House K2. ‘Mat’ of paper sacks released to keep sand and heat out of living area.  227
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8.104. Um Kadasa. House at rear of village with loggia of square pillars roofed over at front of house.  214
8.105. Um Kadasa. View of the front of the house and loggia shown in Plate 8.104.  214
8.106. Um Kadasa. Outer enclosure wall supporting columns for interior loggia.  215
8.107. Um Kadasa, House F1 (dig house). General view of the house showing rocky foundation
     and landscape beyond.  
8.108. Um Kadasa, House F1. Roadway beside the entrance gateway.  216
8.109. Um Kadasa, House F1. Entrance and wall of house opposite the entrance gateway.  216
8.110. Um Kadasa, House F1. View from the diwan, of the opening in the party wall towards the inside    

    of the gateway.  
8.111. Um Kadasa, House F1. Rear door to street from diwan with access to F4c (young men’s room).  216
8.112. Um Kadasa, House F1. Arcade of keyhole-shaped openings, showing the room inside with     

    a rose painted above the door.  
8.113. Um Kadasa, House F1. Inside arcade showing the room with arose above the door on left, ceiling   216
     construction and the end wall of the second room.  
8.114. Um Kadasa, House F1. Painted decoration of two S-shapes and circular pattern on the external walls    

    of Room 2.  
8.115. Um Kadasa, House F1. End wall of Room 1 with Room 2 on the left having a vine painted around    

    the door and the ceiling laid over both rooms (see Figure 8.6).  
8.116. Um Kadasa, House F1. Painting of cat on the end wall of Room 1.  217
8.117. Um Kadasa, House F1. Rear arcade with keyhole openings.  217
8.118. Um Kadasa, House F1. Back yard showing from left to right – dekkah place, 
       roofed zir emplacement, kitchen with door and window, shower room (hamaam), back door.  
8.119. Um Kadasa, House F1. Dekkah installation.  217
8.120. Um Kadasa, House F1. Exterior wall showing steps leading up to the kitchen entrance back door    

    and the wall construction rising up according to ground level.  
8.121. Um Kadasa, House F1. Distant view of the back door and adjacent walls.  218
8.122. Um Kadasa, House F2. Exterior view showing pigeon house at corner supported 
       on bedrock foundation.  218
8.123. Um Kadasa, House F2. House and kitchen within an enclosure wall.  218
8.124. Um Kadasa, House F2. The diwan with entry gap broken through party wall. A well-plastered 
       house with rectangular openings and plastered enclosure wall.  
8.125. Um Kadasa, House F2. Exterior of house showing pigeon house and room inside enclosure wall,    

    and entrance gateway with doorstep of boulders.  
8.126. Um Kadasa, House F3. White plastered enclosure wall with entrance to another house on the right.  219
8.127. Um Kadasa, Houses F4 (a) and (b). Enclosure wall facing plaza with rectangular pigeon house,   

     imposing entrance gateway, plastered and white-painted wall with band of light blue along coping.  
8.128. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Pigeon house and imposing gateway.  219
8.129. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Entrance gateway with wall of shop on the left.  219
8.130. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Diwan – well-built room raised on platform with three steps leading  

      to an arcade of rounded glazed openings, showing room beyond.  
8.131. Um Kadasa, House 4(b). Diwan courtyard.  219
8.132. Um Kadasa, House 4(a). Rectangular openings to arcade.  220
8.133. Um Kadasa. Shop with shaded loggia attached to the front of House 4(b).  220
8.134. Um Kadasa. The plaza with the mosque on the far side and a shop loggia on left.  220
8.135. Um Kadasa, House 5 ‘mastaba house’ enclosure wall including two sides of a room and the main    

    entrance facing the plaza. A mastaba is built around the base of the walls of the room.  
8.136. Um Kadasa, House F5. Entrance gateway to the courtyard with a two-leaf plain metal door and,    

    instead of gateposts, a decoration of stepped bricks on either side.  
8.137. Um Kadasa, House F5. Room in the courtyard, having rectangular openings to an arcade,     

    with plants in beds beside them.  
8.138. Um Kadasa, House F6 (TV house), the diwan for House F5, is sited on the edge of the village with   221
     views over the landscape.  
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8.139. Um Kadasa, House F6. Well-built plastered and painted white enclosure wall with imposing 
      entrance gateway of rectangular painted posts flanking two-leaf metal door.  
8.140.  El-Hazama. Distant view of buildings on top of the rocky cliffs.  221
8.141. El-Hazama. Wall of deteriorating jalous built on uneven rocky foundation.  221
8.142. El-Hazama. Walls in the village of deteriorating jalous, showing lack of bonding and poor state  222 

     of the door.  
8.143. El-Hazama. Walls built onto huge protruding rocks.  222
8.144. El-Hazama. House walls built on huge protruding rocks with rectangular opening and a door set    

    in corner with doorstep formed from bedrock.  
8.145. El-Hazama. House in good condition built onto sloping bedrock including roofed loggia.  222
8.146. El-Hazama. Interior of house with window and rectangular door opening.  222
8.147. El-Hazama. Interior of house in poor condition showing ceiling beams supported 
           by wooden columns.  
8.148. El-Hazama. Detail of ceiling similar to that in Plate 8.147.  223
8.149. El-Hazama. Walls of jalous and mud brick supported on large boulders and roofed 
           with palm branches  
8.150. Ḥamadtuyāb village showing bedrock and trees. An angareeb is used as a ladder to reach the   

     roof top work area.  
8.151. Ḥamadtuyāb seen from Um Kadasa – a pattern of block walls and shadows.  223
8.152. Ḥamadtuyāb. A well-built house (probably a diwan) on a raised platform on the edge of the village.  223
8.153. Ḥamadtuyāb. House and courtyard with enclosure wall.  223
8.154. Ḥamadtuyāb. House of unusual design – well-made and with smoothly plastered walls.  224
8.155. Ḥamadtuyāb. Plastered and dished roofs to the houses.  224
8.156. Ḥamadtuyāb. Shaded rakuba of brick columns and palm branches.  224
8.157. Ḥamadtuyāb. Ceiling with supporting wooden posts.  224 
8.158. Ḥamadtuyāb. Ceiling of room with plastered walls showing signs of repair at the corner caused   

    by lack of bonding.  
8.159. Ḥamadtuyāb. Alley between houses with a traditional wooden door in an entrance gateway     

   with decorative crest.  
8.160. Ḥamadtuyāb. Traditional wooden door.  224
8.161. Ḥamadtuyāb. Courtyard of a house with door and three window openings having a low mastaba   

    near the house.  
8.162. Umm Quweib. Village street with enclosure wall of the house shown in Plate 8.163.  225
8.163. Mashāykha. Village street lined with enclosure walls including one doorway with imposing frame   225
    approached by natural bedrock “ramp”.  
8.164. Mashāykha, House K1. Entrance ramp to enclosure seen from inside the courtyard.  225
8.165. Mashāykha, House K1. Diwan with keyhole openings in the arcade built on rock foundation.  226
8.166. Mashāykha, House K1. Corner of diwan arcade strengthened by a buttress.  226
8.167. Mashāykha, House K1. Doorway to the family house showing wear of mud plaster on lintel 
       revealing the wood beneath.  
8.168. Mashāykha, House K1. Family house with arcade of rectangular openings.  226
8.169. Mashāykha, House K2. Entrance doorway with decorative crest and door posts including   
     a traditional style wooden door.  
8.170. Mashāykha, House K2. Interior of entrance doorway with protruding rocks used as a working 
     platform in the courtyard.  
8.171. Mashāykha, House K2. Detail of wooden lintel to entrance door showing pivot socket 
      of wooden door.  
8.172. Mashāykha, House K2. Detail of base of traditional door at entrance.  227
8.173. Mashāykha, House K2. Rectangular opening to arcade with rolled up ‘mat’ of paper sacks 
      above the lintel. 
8.174. Mashāykha, House K2. ‘Mat’ of paper sacks released to keep sand and heat out of living area.  227
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8.175. Mashāykha, House K3. Inside arcade of rectangular openings with strong ceiling construction   
     and painting of flowers and plants on rear wall.  

8.176. Mashāykha, House K3. Exposed wood of a lintel over a rectangular opening.  227
8.177. Mashāykha, House K3. Exposed wood of a lintel over a rectangular opening.  228
8.178. Mashāykha. Lady of the house standing beside her dekkah pot set into the floor inside her house.  228
8.179. Mashāykha. Kitchen and palm frond rakuba.  228
8.180. Mashāykha. Kitchen where protruding rocks have been used as a base to support 
        cooking equipment.  
8.181. Mashāykha. A traditional kitchen where cooking is carried out on small open fires on the floor.  228
8.182. Mashāykha. A shelf fixed in a kitchen with a roof of palm fronds.  228
8.183. Um ‛Angarēb. Jalous enclosure wall with plaster peeling off.  229
8.184. Um ‛Angarēb. Wall with entrance to courtyard and house.  229
8.185. Um ‛Angarēb. Block house with rounded corners.  229
8.186. Um ‛Angarēb. Building on raised platform – probably a diwan.  229
8.187. Um ‛Angarēb. Enclosure wall of jalous which reduces in height to accommodate the sloping ground,  

     with boulder used for threshold of doorway into the courtyard with house.  
8.188. Um ‛Angarēb. House shown in Plate 8.187 with an arcade of keyhole openings with outer face 
    whitewashed for painted design by Ishraga Khalifa, the lady of the house.  
8.189. Um ‛Angarēb. Enclosure wall and imposing entrance with decorative crest leading to the house   

     with rounded arches and loggia.  
8.190. Um ‛Angarēb. House with rounded arch, two windows and loggia (see Plate 8.189).  230
8.191. Um ‛Angarēb. House with two rooms joined by a roofed loggia.  230
8.192. Um ‛Angarēb. Well-made enclosure wall with bedrock ramp up to the entrance leading into a   

    white-painted house with keyhole door openings in the courtyard beyond.  
8.193. Um ‛Angarēb. White plastered house with square door and three rounded arch openings to arcade.  230
8.194. Um ‛Angarēb. Rounded arch showing construction.  230
8.195. Um ‛Angarēb. Corner of house with two keyhole openings.  231
8.196. Um ‛Angarēb. Keyhole arcade opening with room beyond.  231
8.197. Um ‛Angarēb. Round arch opening with room beyond.  231
8.198. Um ‛Angarēb. House with rectangular arcade openings with kitchen attached having 
       a round-arched opening filled with mud brick and a shaded rakuba and zir place.  
8.199. Um ‛Angarēb. Kitchen with rakuba and zir place – exterior.  231
8.200. Um ‛Angarēb. Interior view of the kitchen shown in Plate 8.199.  231
8.201. Um ‛Angarēb. Interior of kitchen with cooking in progress.  232
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Building a dam at the Fourth Cataract of  the Nile is an 
old project first conceived in the 1940s. It was previously 
known as the “Hamdab Dam” in reference to the name of  
the locality of  the planned dam site. Finally the authorities 
adopted the name “Merowe Dam” after the capital of  the 
province. At the beginning, this name caused some confu-
sion due to the fact that the dam crossed a small island 
called “Mirowy”. During the 1990s the Sudan Government 
became more serious about implementing the project. 

The successive directors of  the National Corporation 
for Antiquities and Museums (NCAM) (Usama Abdel-
rahman Elnour, Ahmed Al-Hakem and Hassan Hussein 
Idriss) respectively launched appeals to the international 
scientific community to rescue the archaeological remains 
of  the endangered region of  the Fourth Cataract. These 
appeals at the time gained very little attention from sci-
entists. Perhaps the main reason may have been that few 
people believed in the execution of  the dam in the near 
future due to the isolation of  the country after the down-
fall of  the civil democratic government (1989) and the 
beginning of  a new era of  military rule that was destined 
to last for 30 years. The difficult nature of  the area also 
deterred many people from undertaking any research/ 
rescue projects in the region. 

By the end of  last, and beginning of  this, century it 
became clear that the Government has finally determined 
to build the hydro-electric dam as one of  its top strate-
gic projects. NCAM suddenly found itself  faced with a 
tremendous task. From an archaeological perspective the 
building of  this dam required surveys and rescue excava-
tions over vast regions:

• The construction area itself  at the dam site.
• The flooded area of  about 170km upstream of  

the dam on both banks of  the Nile together with 
tens of  islands.

• Four resettlement areas distributed equally in the 
Northern and River Nile States.

• Thousands of  kilometres of  electricity transmis-
sion lines.

• Other related infrastructure projects such as new 
roads.

Help in raising awareness of  the impending threat came 
from the Sudan Archaeological Research Society (SARS). 
With a generous invitation from SARS, NCAM was able to 
address an appeal to the international scientific community 
from the platform of  the Society’s annual colloquium at 
the British Museum in May 2003. At that meeting was  
announced the birth of  the “Merowe Dam Archaeological 
Salvage Project – MDASP”. The response to the appeal 
was great and 12 missions from different countries took 
to the field joining the Gdańsk Archaeological Museum 
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and SARS which had already had teams working in the 
area. NCAM and the French Archaeological Unit (SFDAS 
– Section Française de la Direction des Antiquités du Soudan) took 
the responsibility of  working at the dam site, at the four 
resettlement areas and the related projects, while the area 
to be inundated upstream of  the dam was divided into 
concessions amongst the different missions. 

SARS decided to suspend its activities at the Egyptian/
Kushite site of  Kawa and to devote its efforts to the 
salvage operations on the Fourth Cataract. It benefited 
from its experience, in the region, of  the previous survey 
conducted in 1999 on the left bank of  the Nile, to plan 
the strategy of  its eight seasons of  interventions (2002-
2008). One should admire the courage of  SARS and all 
other missions that took the risk of  such an adventure in 
one of  the harshest regions of  the Nile Valley about which 
our historical knowledge was, at that time, almost a blank. 
The “Khawagat” members of  these missions, drawn from 
around the world, were certainly the first non-Sudanese to 
walk on the rocks of  some parts of  the region, at least since 
the end of  the colonial period in Sudan. The Khawagat dis-
covered a completely new environment while themselves 
constituting a novel experience for the local population.

The limited time available to the scientists before the 
flooding of  the area made the task much more complicat-
ed, compounded by the strong opposition and resistance 
against the building of  the dam from some elements of  
those people directly affected by it. In some parts of  the 
Fourth Cataract, archaeologists came to be considered as 
a part of  the Dam “building baggage” and were conse-
quently forbidden to execute their research. 

 NCAM is greatly indebted to SARS for what has been 
achieved during its Fourth Cataract salvage activities. 
The enthusiasm and determination of  Vivian Davies and 
Derek Welsby and all members of  the Society was crucial 
in convincing many missions to join the salvage efforts. 
With so limited time, financial and human resources, it 
was difficult to rescue everything and a wise choice had to 
be made to get the maximum data possible in the field to 
provide a representative sample of  the region’s archaeo-
logical heritage.

SARS’s activities have touched on all the periods of  
the country’s history from the early prehistoric to the 
late historic periods. The work in the Fourth Cataract has 
contributed to reveal a rural version of  Sudan’s history 
away from the capitals and the main urban centres of  
the country. 

As the final act, at the invitation of  the founders of  
CeRDO (Centro Ricerche sul Deserto Orientale), Drs Alfredo 
and Angelo Castiglioni, who organized the logistics of  the 
mission, a small team from the British Museum, CeRDO 
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and NCAM supervised the dismantling and transporta-
tions of  a lot of  rock art from the SARS concession, 
together with the blocks of  a unique granite Kushite 
pyramid discovered and excavated by the mission. NCAM 
is indebted to the Castiglioni brothers who, through 
their personal contacts, were able to secure technical and  
financial assistance from the Italian firms IVECO and 
New Holland to make this work possible.

This book, the first of  several projected volumes, 
covers very interesting topics of  the mission’s activities 
during the eight seasons spent in the area. The text, with 
its rich photographic/illustrative documentation, is an 
excellent souvenir of  a beautiful landscape which has 
been lost forever. It gives a comprehensive account of  
the dam project, a description of  the landscape and the 
geomorphological evolution of  the area, its land use and 
the vegetation, the tribal oral histories, the toponymys of  
the region, along with ethnographic studies, a discussion 
of  the local architecture and settlement organization and 
life in the villages.

Although these studies have been conducted on a lim-
ited area of  the region, it certainly constitutes a representa-
tive sample of  the Fourth Cataract. This book whets our 
appetite to receive the full archaeological data recovered 
and the resulting synthesis of  the country’s history in this 
now inundated region. It is hoped that it will be the first of  
many such reports from the many missions involved in the 
MDASP which will provide details of  multiple aspects of  
life in the Fourth Cataract immediately before the inunda-
tion and of  its rich archaeological heritage.

We hope that this work can be translated into Arabic 
to be available for the new generations of  the dislocated 
population to give them a picture of  their ancestral home-
land which they will never have the opportunity to see. 
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This volume is the first of  several which will present in 
detail the results of  the research undertaken by the Sudan 
Archaeological Research Society as a part of  the Merowe 
Dam Archaeological Salvage Project. The Society was 
awarded a concession, by Sudan’s National Corporation 
for Antiquities and Museums, on the left bank of  the 
Nile between Dar el-Arab and Jebel Musa and of  all the 
adjacent islands in 1998. The first season, initially planned 
for the winter of  1998-99, had to be deferred for political 
reasons. In October 1999 survey was begun based mid-
way along the concession in the village of  et-Tereif, the 
results of  which were published in a monograph in 2003 
(Welsby 2003a). 

Over the 10-year duration of  the project the Society 
fielded 18 teams whose core activities were to survey 
archaeological sites and undertake excavation of  a repre-
sentative sample of  them. While this work was in progress 
individual team members also investigated the palaeoen-
vironment, land use, modern settlements and culture, 
place names and folklore. In the course of  the work ap-
proximately 2,800 archaeological sites were recorded which 
include very large numbers of  images pecked or carved 
into rock. Evidence for human activity was documented 
from the Middle Palaeolithic up to the present.

The large size of  the concession, the complexity of  its 
land forms and the limited time frame available for work, 
coupled with funding constraints, meant that not all the 
areas which were subsequently inundated could be investi-
gate to the level of  detail considered desirable. Some area 
were not even visited by the SARS teams. Towards the end 
of  the project the teams were impacted by opposition to 
the construction of  the dam, instigated by a group from 
amongst the Manāṣīr, and this brought an abrupt halt to 
the work in the vicinity of  ed-Doma midway through the 
winter of  2006-7.

Notwithstanding the problems faced by the survey 
teams an immense amount of  data was recovered. It is 
the intention to publish this in the Society’s monograph 
series over six volumes:

I  Introduction, palaeoenvironment, place name  
 survey, modern architecture, settlement, land  
 use, customs and folklore

II Gazetteers of  the sites discovered
III The excavations
IV The artefacts
V Bioarchaeology
VI The rock art and rock gongs

The first volume begins with an introduction to the 
area and its archaeology as well as providing details of  the 
genesis of  SARS’s involvement. It is followed by a series 
of  detailed studies by a range of  authors. Pawel Wolf  
and his colleagues describe the palaeoenvironment; data 
largely collected in the field by Baldur Gabriel. It is into 
this environmental framework that all human occupants of  

Summary

the region have interacted through the millennia. Arnaud 
Malterer examines the agricultural practices in the region 
immediately prior to its inundation. Whilst impacted by 
the introduction of  the diesel water pump during the 20th 
century many of  the practices employed and the crops 
cultivated have a long history in the area and indicate its 
potential for sustaining human settlement over time. Mu-
hamed Jalal Hashim toured very extensively throughout 
the upstream and central part of  the concession speaking 
to the local people and ascertaining from them a wealth 
of  information on the names of  settlements, locations 
and physical features in the landscape. He also recorded 
some folklore traditions and the Manāṣīr’s perceptions 
of  their origins, as well as, incidentally, recording in pass-
ing the archaeological remains which he came across. 
As some of  these sites were not subsequently visited 
by the archaeological teams his information is all that is 
available. Rebecca Bradley and Nuha Abdel Aahiz Abdel 
Aziz working together, along with Nadejda Reshetnikova 
and Frances Welsh working independently, recorded the 
modern settlements in the central and downstream parts 
of  the concession. They observed not only the physical 
structures of  the dwellings and their ancillary buildings 
but also their methods of  construction and how that 
construction was organised. Further, by interviewing and 
observing the inhabitants, they were able to offer insights 
into how the houses were utilised and to build up a picture 
of  daily life for all sectors of  the communities considered. 
Although there is some overlap between these reports 
it has been deemed desirable to publish their results in 
full as what they recorded is now lost forever within the 
area of  inundation or will have been dramatically altered 
following the dispersal of  the populations, most into the 
resettlement areas but some into those areas immediately 
above the high water mark of  the reservoirs.

Throughout the project the teams were greatly support-
ed by the staff  of  the National Corporation for Antiquities 
and Museums in Khartoum and by their representatives, 
the inspectors, who accompanied each field team, assisting 
with logistical and administrative issues but also taking a 
full part in the archaeological work. The teams resided 
amongst the local communities renting houses in several 
villages and employing people to work on the excavations. 
At all times the level of  hospitality extended to us was of  
the highest order. Certainly in our personal experience, 
even when the issues were raised about the perceived tacit 
support being given by the archaeologists to facilitate the 
construction of  the dam, the people we lived and worked 
amongst clearly understood that the issues were entirely 
separate. At no point did we experience any personal 
animosity towards us from those amongst whom we lived

The immense richness of  the archaeological heritage of  
the Fourth Cataract region will be amply demonstrated in 
subsequent volumes. Its almost total destruction is much 
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to be regretted while the devastation of  the lifestyles and 
livelihoods of  those who were forced to leave the area 
is tragic. 

It is hoped that this, and the other volumes in the series, 
will at least serve to preserve a memory of  this important 
region alongside those studies which will in due course be 
published by others missions working across the river from 
the SARS concession and upstream and downstream of  it. 
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the construction of  the dam, instigated by a group from 
amongst the Manāṣīr, and this brought an abrupt halt to 
the work in the vicinity of  ed-Doma midway through the 
winter of  2006-7.

Notwithstanding the problems faced by the survey 
teams an immense amount of  data was recovered. It is 
the intention to publish this in the Society’s monograph 
series over six volumes:

I  Introduction, palaeoenvironment, place name  
 survey, modern architecture, settlement, land  
 use, customs and folklore

II Gazetteers of  the sites discovered
III The excavations
IV The artefacts
V Bioarchaeology
VI The rock art and rock gongs

The first volume begins with an introduction to the 
area and its archaeology as well as providing details of  the 
genesis of  SARS’s involvement. It is followed by a series 
of  detailed studies by a range of  authors. Pawel Wolf  
and his colleagues describe the palaeoenvironment; data 
largely collected in the field by Baldur Gabriel. It is into 
this environmental framework that all human occupants of  
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the region have interacted through the millennia. Arnaud 
Malterer examines the agricultural practices in the region 
immediately prior to its inundation. Whilst impacted by 
the introduction of  the diesel water pump during the 20th 
century many of  the practices employed and the crops 
cultivated have a long history in the area and indicate its 
potential for sustaining human settlement over time. Mu-
hamed Jalal Hashim toured very extensively throughout 
the upstream and central part of  the concession speaking 
to the local people and ascertaining from them a wealth 
of  information on the names of  settlements, locations 
and physical features in the landscape. He also recorded 
some folklore traditions and the Manāṣīr’s perceptions 
of  their origins, as well as, incidentally, recording in pass-
ing the archaeological remains which he came across. 
As some of  these sites were not subsequently visited 
by the archaeological teams his information is all that is 
available. Rebecca Bradley and Nuha Abdel Aahiz Abdel 
Aziz working together, along with Nadejda Reshetnikova 
and Frances Welsh working independently, recorded the 
modern settlements in the central and downstream parts 
of  the concession. They observed not only the physical 
structures of  the dwellings and their ancillary buildings 
but also their methods of  construction and how that 
construction was organised. Further, by interviewing and 
observing the inhabitants, they were able to offer insights 
into how the houses were utilised and to build up a picture 
of  daily life for all sectors of  the communities considered. 
Although there is some overlap between these reports 
it has been deemed desirable to publish their results in 
full as what they recorded is now lost forever within the 
area of  inundation or will have been dramatically altered 
following the dispersal of  the populations, most into the 
resettlement areas but some into those areas immediately 
above the high water mark of  the reservoirs.

Throughout the project the teams were greatly support-
ed by the staff  of  the National Corporation for Antiquities 
and Museums in Khartoum and by their representatives, 
the inspectors, who accompanied each field team, assisting 
with logistical and administrative issues but also taking a 
full part in the archaeological work. The teams resided 
amongst the local communities renting houses in several 
villages and employing people to work on the excavations. 
At all times the level of  hospitality extended to us was of  
the highest order. Certainly in our personal experience, 
even when the issues were raised about the perceived tacit 
support being given by the archaeologists to facilitate the 
construction of  the dam, the people we lived and worked 
amongst clearly understood that the issues were entirely 
separate. At no point did we experience any personal 
animosity towards us from those amongst whom we lived

The immense richness of  the archaeological heritage of  
the Fourth Cataract region will be amply demonstrated in 
subsequent volumes. Its almost total destruction is much 
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to be regretted while the devastation of  the lifestyles and 
livelihoods of  those who were forced to leave the area 
is tragic. 

It is hoped that this, and the other volumes in the series, 
will at least serve to preserve a memory of  this important 
region alongside those studies which will in due course be 
published by others missions working across the river from 
the SARS concession and upstream and downstream of  it. 


